AI reimbursement update: First CPT category III code in neuroradiology
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The first AI neuroimaging software received a Category III CPT code from the American Medical Association (AMA) for quantitative analysis of MRI Brain (CPT codes 0865T and 0866T) (1). This is a code for quantitative analysis with comparison to prior imaging, including lesion identification, characterization, and quantification with brain volumes. These codes will be available for use beginning in January 2024. While this is an exciting first step in pathway to reimbursement, we are cautiously optimistic as payment for this AI code is not guaranteed. It’s essential to present a brief overview of the CPT code categories, with a focus on the qualifications required to fulfill each category’s criteria and the distinctions between each category.

Current Procedural Terminology (CPT) is a uniform coding system used to describe medical, surgical, or diagnostic services offered by healthcare professionals. The CPT coding system was created by the AMA to provide a common language for medical services and procedures, making it inherently vendor neutral (2). Each service is assigned a distinctive CPT code, falling under two primary types: Category I and Category III (3). Category I codes are used to describe procedures or services widely employed in clinical practice. They must encompass services that have received clearance or approval from the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), demonstrate evidence-based clinical effectiveness, and are utilized by physicians or qualified healthcare professionals in the United States. Category III codes, on the other hand, are used to describe novel or emerging services. These codes facilitate the monitoring, data collection, and evaluation of emerging services pertaining to their clinical effectiveness, utilization, and outcomes, which may support later formal FDA approval. Category III codes, with their standard five-year lifespan, can undergo one of three potential outcomes: extension, conversion to a Category I code upon meeting the specified criteria, or expiration if the associated service is no longer in current practice. The primary distinction between Category I and III codes lies in the level of evidentiary basis demanded by Category I codes (2). For a CPT code to fall under either Category I or III, it should not duplicate an existing procedure or CPT code and it must conform to the standards set by the AMA Editorial Panel (3).

Regarding reimbursement, Category I codes undergo a valuation process by the AMA RVS Update Committee (RUC). The RUC makes recommendations to Center for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) regarding valuation. Through a rule-making process CMS makes refinements and finalizes valuation every year (3). Conversely, Category III codes do not undergo this valuation process. Decisions about coverage and valuation are made by local payers, with coverage and payment amounts varying considerably (4).

The CPT III code has specific requirements for qualification, and it is exciting that the first neuroradiology specific AI algorithm has been approved by the AMA CPT Editorial panel.
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